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Specifications
Model

Engine

Traveling speed 
with standard AG tires 

Dimensions

Min. turning radius (w/brake, 4WD disengaged)  feet (m)

Weight (with ROPS)                           lbs. (kg)

* SAE J1995  ** SAE J1349

AG standard Front/Rear

PTO

Engine gross power* HP (kW)

HP (kW)

HP (kW)

in. (mm)

mph (km/h)

in. (mm)

in. (mm)

in. (mm)

in. (mm)

in. (mm)

lbs. (kg)

cu. in. (cm3)

rpm

31.8 (23.7)

33.0 (24.6)

Engine net power**

PTO power

No. of cylinders

Bore & stroke

Total displacement

Rated speed

Battery

Alternator

Fuel tank capacity

Rear PTO type

PTO/Engine speed

Traveling system

Tire size

Transmission

Steering

Brake

Clutch

Hydraulic
Lift control type

Pump capacity (main) gpm (  /min)

(PS)

3-point hitch

Lift capacity at lift points

Indust. option  Front/Rear

Overall width (min. tread) 
Overall height (w/Foldable ROPS)

Wheelbase

Min. ground clearance

Type

Overall length (w/o 3P)

Tread Front tire in. (mm)

26.1 (19.5)

3

63.4 (1610)

7.2 - 16  /  11.2 - 24

TURF option Front/Rear 25 × 8.50-14 /  13.6-16

27 × 8.50 - 15  /  15 - 19.5

AG/Indust. hybrid option  Front/Rear 27 × 8.50 - 15   /  15 - 19.5
29 × 9.50 - 15   /  40 × 16.00 - 20

8.2 (2.5)

2921 (1325)

Direct injection, vertical, water-cooled 4-cycle diesel

Gear-Drive Transmission

L3302

1985 (900)

kgf/cm2 (MPa)  System pressure 165 (16.2)

lbs. (kg)24 in. behind lift points 1433 (650)

4.1 (15.6)

SAE Category I

13.4 (340)

108.7 (2760)

91.7 (2330)

55.1 (1400)

43.1 (1095)

37.5 (28.0)

36.3 (27.1)

32.1 (23.9) 30.3 (22.6)

11.1 (42)

Position control

6.8 (25.7)

111.4 (1826)

L3902

HSTHST

4WD 4WD 4WD

Live independent PTO with
hydraulic clutch

Live independent PTO with
hydraulic clutchLive - continuous running

12V, RC: 110 min, CCA: 580 A12V, RC: 120 min, CCA: 600 A 12V, RC: 120 min, CCA: 600 A

3.4 × 4.0 (87 × 102.4)

2700

Hydrostatic transmission, 
3 range speed

Gear shift with 
synchronized shuttle,

8 forward and 8 reverse

Hydrostatic transmission, 
3 range speed

540/2470 540/2470540/2425

Dry type dual stage

2899 (1315) 2921 (1325)

Integral type power steering

Rear tire in. (mm) 43.9 (1115) / 47.1 (1195) / 50.8 (1290)

Forward
1.1 (1.7) - 13.2 (21.2)

Reverse
1.1 (1.7) - 13.2 (21.2)

US gal. (  )

gpm (  /min)

12V, 45A

--- ---

Mechanical, wet disc type

Forward
0.0 (0.0) - 14.1 (22.7)

Reverse
0.0 (0.0) - 12.7 (20.5)

Forward
0.0 (0.0) - 14.1 (22.7)

Reverse
0.0 (0.0) - 12.7 (20.5)
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QUALITY, COMFORT, AND ADAPTABILITY 
TOGETHER IN ONE TOUGH PACKAGE. 

From its beginnings as the L Series in 1967, to its evolution as the Standard L Series in 

1997, Kubota’s popular compact tractor line has continued to build on its reputation for 

affordability, durability and versatility. Enhanced and refined over generations of models, 

The Standard L Series has earned its rightful position as the core of the Kubota compact 

tractor lineup. The new L3302 and L3902 models build on the Standard L Series’ legacy.

HOSEPOWER I RANGES

L3302DT 33.0 Engine HP / 28.0 PTO
L3302HST 33.0 Engine HP / 26.1 PTO
L3902DT 37.5 Engine HP / 32.1 PTO
L3902HST 37.5 Engine HP / 30.3 PTO

EVOLVING STANDARD I L02

COMFORT
The L02 Series combines affordability with comfort 
in this new standard model. Some of the L02 comfort 
features include a spacious operator station, improved 
comfortable suspension seat with optional arm rests, 
and standard rubber floor mats.

MODERN STYLING
The sleek designed bonnet, LED headlights and work 
lights brings a premium appearance to the L02 Series.

OPERATION / MAINTENANCE
By creating a compact tractor that is easy for everyone 
to use, Kubota has further improved the L02’s ease 
of operation and maintenance so that even first time 
buyers can operate with peace of mind.

MEET THE STANDARD

L02 SERIES



ALL-DAY I COMFORT

OPERATOR'S DECK LAYOUT
The L02 features a spacious operator's platform for 
optimal comfort. By removing the clutch on HST models, 
the operator's deck now features even more space than 
before.

SUSPENSION SEAT
Keeping the operator's comfort in mind, all L02 models 
come with an enhanced suspension seat for long lasting 
comfort in a variety of terrains.

OPTIONAL ARMRESTS
The optional amrest kit can be added to your L02 model 
for even more comfort to get the job done.

STANDARD FLOOR MATS
Rubber floor mats are standard across all L02 models 
to increase operator comfort and provide foot traction.

MODERN STYLING

LED HEADLIGHTS & SIDE WORK LIGHTS
The L02 Series come with LED headlights and side work 
lights to provide the operator more visibility when working 
in early mornings or late into the night.

MODERN LOOK, RELIABLE PERFORMANCE
The modern bonnet and grille offer a contemporary look 
while still keeping the tractor and engine protected. The 
Kubota logo is now added to the front guard to match the 
look of the Kubota family line up. 

ERGONOMIC LEVER GRIPS AND STEERING WHEEL
Ergonomic lever grips and steering wheel for easy access 
and smooth low vibration operation during any application.

BRUSH GUARD (OPTION)
The stylish newly adopted brush guard option provides 
good coverage by helping prevent the bonnet and grill 
from being damaged.



EASY OPERATION

AVAILABLE IN HST OR GEAR DRIVE TRANSMISSION 
IN 4WD
Kubota transmissions deliver smooth operation in HST or 
Gear Drive configurations. The HST provides speed and 
forward/reverse control that can be operated simply by 
pressing down on the pedal. The Gear Drive provides the 
power and versatility with 8 forward and 8 reverse speeds to 
get the job done.

CRUISE CONTROL - (OPTIONAL HST MODELS)
Cruise control lever allows operator to select and maintain 
the right travel speed to reduce operator fatigue. 

INDEPENDENT PTO SWITCH (CLUTCH-LESS) (HST MODEL)
Quick engagement of PTO through electric switch for simple 
engage and disengagement while operating. Conveniently 
located, “Push and turn” starts and one push stops the PTO.

CAST-IRON FRONT & REAR AXLE 
With your investment in mind, the New L02 Series is equipped 
with a heavy duty cast-iron front axle which allows it to 
withstand years of wear and tear. Whether using the front 
loader, backhoe, or a 3-point implement, you can rely on the 
strength of the cast-iron front and rear axle to handle the job. 

HEAVY DUTY 3-POINT HITCH
With a heavy-duty 3-Point Hitch, Kubota’s L02 Series takes 
on tough applications with a pulling performance you can 
count on. The L02 Series is equipped with a large capacity 
hydraulic cylinder and pump which allows for a powerful 
lifting capacity for a wider variety of implements.  

BRAKE PEDAL 
Dual brake pedals for optional independent left side or right 
side hand braking. This allows for optimal turning radius.  

HASSLE-FREE MAINTENANCE

FUEL FILTER WITH WATER SEPARATING DEVICE
The L02 Tractor has a new Pre-Filter with built in water 
separator for the fuel system. The new pre-filter/water 
separator offers the traditional Float Indicator in the water 
separator as well as an icon on the dash, and an audible 
alarm to alert the operator that the water separator needs to 
be drained.

COLOR CODED OIL GAUGE & OIL CAP
Increased visibility and access.

KUBOTA DIESEL ENGINE

POWERFUL PERFORMANCE
Kubota diesel engines are built for maximum 
performance. The L02 Series offers 2 horsepower 
options, ranging from 33.0 to 37.5 HP, to fit a wide 
variety of performance needs.

TIER 4 FINAL EMISSION COMPLIANCE
The technology behind Kubota diesel engines 
comply with emission standards. Our L3302 and 
L3902 are equipped with a Common-Rail System 
(CRS) with electronic controlled fuel injection. 

SMOOTH, QUIET OPERATION
Kubota Diesel Engines are designed to provide 
smooth operation for operator comfort.

The L02 Series is equipped with the Kubota-built engines that continue to be known 
for their reliability and power. Features include:



PERFORMANCE MATCHED KUBOTA-BUILT FRONT LOADER

KUBOTA-BUILT LA526 FRONT LOADER
Designed for the L3302 & L3902 models. Maximum lift 
capacity of 1,144.4 pounds at the pin and a maximum lift 
height of 94.3 inches at the pin.

TOP QUALITY LOADER VALVE
Simultaneous boom and bucket operation with a 
regenerative circuit. These features increase speed and 
dump times to maximize productivity.

EASY-TO-REMOVE
The Kubota LA526 front loader is designed to be easy to 
remove and reinstalled without tools.  The mounting pins and 
hose couplers can be removed from the operator’s seat. This 
convenient system saves valuable time by letting you attach 
and detach the loader from the tractor.

2 LEVER QUICK COUPLER FOR LOADER 
ATTACHMENT 
The quick coupler is simple to use. Attachments easily 
come on and off without the use of any tools.

CURVED BUCKET
Improved material handling performance by extending the 
bottom line of the bucket forward. This allows the operator 
to carry a variety of materials. 

PERFORMANCE MATCHED KUBOTA-BUILT BACKHOES

The BH77 Backhoes are performance matched with the L3302 and the L3902 to deliver the 
power and operating capacity needed to get the job done. And, thanks to the full flat-deck, 
the backhoes deliver optimal legroom for maximum operator comfort.

DUAL SWING CYLINDERS WITH CUSHIONING 

VALVES
Standard dual swing cylinders allow full boom swinging 
capability from left to right. The cylinders are designed 
with standard cushioning valves, which give more 
comfort during backhoe operation by absorbing the 
impact shock from swinging the boom side to side or up 
and down. 

EASY-TO-REMOVE
 The less time you spend between jobs, the more 
productive you are. The BH77 is equipped with a quick 
attach/detach mounting system. This makes attaching 
or detaching the backhoe easy so you can quickly 
move on to your next job. 

                 MODEL

Matching Tractor

2 Lever Quick Coupler

Maximum Lift Height (Pivot pin)

Clearance w/Attachment Dump

Reach @ Maximum Height

Maximum Dump Angle

Reach w/Attachment on Ground

Maximum Rollback Angle

Digging Depth

Overall Height in Carry Position

Lift Capacity (Pivot pin)

Lift Capacity (500 mm forward)

in. (mm)

in. (mm)

in. (mm)

deg.

in. (mm)

deg.

in. (mm)

in. (mm)

lbs. (kg)

lbs. (kg)

LA526

L3302 / L3902

OPT

94.8 (2409)

74.6 (1896)

24.5 (622)

41.0

65.7 (1668)

31

6.4 (163)

51.5 (1308)

1144.4 (519)

864.4 (392)

NEW 3RD FUNCTION VALVE (OPTION) 
The integrated 3rd function valve on the loader allows for 
precise use when working with grapples, combination buckets 
or post hole diggers. The 3rd function valve is easy to remove 
and assemble. 

                 MODEL

Matching Tractor

Transport Height

Stabilizer Spread Transport

Ground Clearance

Digging Depth, 2ft. flat bottom

Loading Height

Reach from Swing Pivot

Swing Pivot to Rear Axle Center Line

Bucket Rotation

Stabilizer Spread Operating

in. (mm)

in. (mm)

in. (mm)

in. (mm)

in. (mm)

in. (mm)

in. (mm)

deg.

in. (mm)

BH77

L3302 / L3902

80.3 (2040)

51.8 (1315)

11.5 (292)

89.8 (2280)

65.7 (1669)

124.3 (3156)

37.6 (954)

180

69.0 (1753)



VERSATILITY TO DO MORE

The NEW Kubota L02 Series comes with a wide range of performance matched implements to 
take on your toughest gardening, landscaping, snow removal and property maintenance jobs. 
Kubota implements are built to work in perfect harmony with the L02, so you'll have the power to 
haul, dig, mow, snowblow from spring to winter - and everything in between.

LAND PRIDE QUICK HITCH SAVES TIME & EFFORT
The  L02 Series can be equipped with Land Pride’s quick hitch. This feature greatly improves 
ease of switching out rear implements and reducing the time it takes to do so. If you plan on 
having more than one rear 3-point implement, the Quick Hitch is the ultimate time 
saving, fatigue reducing accessory that you will come to love and appreciate. 

THE L02 IS 
READY TO 
WORK

1. REAR SNOWBLOWER

2. ROTARY CUTTER

3. BOX SCRAPER

4. GRAPPLE

5. PALLET FORK

6. GROOMING MOWER

7. POST HOLE DIGGER

1

2 3

4

5

6

7


